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The intermediate qualification ITIL® v3 Planning, Protection and 
Optimization certificate is a free-standing qualification which 
focuses on the five key strategy and design processes. Candidates 
examine the value of PPO processes to the business and consider 
them within the context of the service lifecycle.

The course looks at the practical application of best practice in 
reducing the total cost of ownership of operational services by 
paying appropriate attention to processes in the strategy and 
design stages. The course helps ensure that new and updated 
services, service management systems and tools, technology 
architecture, processes and measurement systems, methods and 
metrics are designed to meet user needs and will require little 
further change once introduced.

ITIL® v3 Planning, Protection and Optimization forms part of the 
Capabilities modules, and the syllabus takes an in-depth, detailed 
look at PPO processes, which includes statuses and activities; 
knowledge, interpretation, and analysis; principles, techniques, and 
relationships; measurement models, interfaces with other systems 
and processes; as well as benefits and business value that can be 
gained. These processes are:

 Capacity Management: Manages the maximum throughput 
that an IT service can provide, and ensures that capacity is 
considered during the design stage to be aligned with 
demand.

 Availability Management: Ensures that all aspects of the 
availability of IT services are appropriate for the agreed service 
level targets by managing the ability of an IT service to 
perform its agreed function when required.

 IT Service Continuity Management: Ensures that the IT service 
provider can always provide the minimum agreed service 
levels by reducing the risk to an acceptable level and planning 
for the recovery of IT services.

 Information Security Management: Ensures that 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of an organisation s 
assets, information, and IT services match the agreed needs of 
the business.

 Demand Management: Seeks to understand, anticipate, and 
influence customer demand for services and the provision of 
capacity to meet these demands.

ITIL® v3 Planning, Protection and Optimization course 
provides a detailed understanding of key processes from 
the Service Strategy and Service Design volumes.

The course is aimed at providing managers/team leaders 
with enough knowledge on how to execute and manage 
the PPO processes.

The intermediate qualification ITIL® v3 Planning, 
Protection and Optimization is a free-standing 
qualification which certifies that a candidate has an 
understanding on patterns of business activities and 
designing improved levels of service value.

ITIL® v3 PPO Course Overview Why Train With Us
Many accreditations offer three different methods of getting 
certified:

A. Sit an impersonal online course, usually in the evenings or 
weekends.

B. Sprint through a short, crammed course focusing on simply 
passing the exam, with a sales-driven organisation that offers 
numerous other courses.

C. Train on a fully accredited course, delivered by professionals, in 
an environment comfortably crafted by the instructor, who 
delivers an outcome-focussed course without cutting corners 
on either the timeframe or the materials.

Although all three methods result in the same certification,
which student benefits the most?

nuTraining is an all-inclusive organisation unlike any other – we are 
extremely passionate as well as professionally qualified, and we 
believe in taking our students on a journey of learning and 
understanding, more than just about passing the exam. We have a 
track record of effecting real change in real people –  once you 
know, you can t un-know .

 Our instructors are highly qualified (not just minimum 
requirements) and are actively working in the industry, with 
real-life experience in applying the principles that we teach.

 Our course is designed from the ground-up towards 
organisational transformation. In the past, executive managers 
that have attended our courses have insisted we re-train all of 
their IT staff, including those already certified by other training 
providers.

 We have been successful in applying the principles that we 
teach, time and time again. On many occasions we have 
stepped in to recover failing projects.

We specialise in end-to-end processes and are able to help 
business staff gain a new perspective on the way their business is 
structured.

Our places are limited, so book early to avoid disappointment!
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ITIL® v3 PPO Target Roles
 IT professionals

 Business managers

 Business process owners

 Individuals who require a deep understanding of PPO 
processes and how they may be used to enhance the quality 
of IT service support within an organisation

 Individuals who have attained the ITIL® Foundation Certificate 
in IT Service Management and wish to advance to higher level 
ITIL® certifications

The course is also a good addition to those who have already 
completed their journey to ITIL® Expert via the Lifecycles route, but 
want to further their understanding of Planning, Protection and 
Optimization.

ITIL® v3 PPO Course Topics

This course focuses on how to design, develop, and 
implement service management, not only as an 
organisational capability but also as a strategic asset.

Candidates can expect to gain knowledge and understanding 
in the following components:

 The value to the business of PPO activities

 The lifecycle within the PPO context

 How requirements are identified through the PPO 
processes

 How services deliver value to customers and the 
business and the relevance to the PPO processes

 Understanding return on investment and the business 
case

ITIL® v3 PPO Course Content

 Service Design in PPO and lifecycle context

 Processes across the service lifecycle pertaining to the 
practice elements within PPO

 Capacity Management as a capability to realise 
successful service design

 Availability Management as a capability to realise 
successful service design

 IT Service Continuity Management as a capability to 
support overall business continuity management

 Information Security Management as part of the overall 
corporate governance framework

 PPO roles and responsibilities

 PPO technology and implementation considerations

 Organisational roles relevant to PPO

 PPO challenges, critical success factors, and risks

ITIL® v3 PPO Key Processes
ITIL® v3 Planning, Protection and Optimization covers an overview 
of the following processes:

 Capacity Management

 Availability Management

 IT Service Continuity Management

 Information Security Management

 Demand Management

ITIL® v3 PPO Requirements
Prerequisites:

 Foundation certificate in IT Service Management, which must 
be presented as documentary evidence to gain admission.

 Candidates who hold the following ITIL® qualifications are also 
eligible, and similar evidence will be required:

o Earlier ITIL® (v2) Foundation plus Foundation Bridge.

o ITIL® v3 Expert certificate in IT Service Management 
(achieved via Service Manager or Practitioner bridging 
routes).

Required reading:

 Approximately 6-8 hours revision of ITIL® v3 Foundation 
materials prior to attending the course.

Examination format:

 Supervised closed book exam.

 8 multiple choice, scenario-based, gradient-style questions.

 Duration: 90 minutes.

 Pass mark: 28 out of 40 (70%).

nuTraining is an all-inclusive experience to our students.
We provide:

 All meals and snacks, including hot breakfast (second day 
onwards), à la carte lunch on-venue, morning and afternoon 
tea, and general refreshment.

 Official volumes (where appropriate) and courseware 
(developed in-house) including extra reference guides, 
scenario-based examples, sample exams, etc.

 Comfortably crafted learning environment, using classroom 
aids and technology to stimulate student engagement and 
discussions.

nuTraining focuses on the outcome of the course – that is to 
further our students  knowledge and understanding of the 
international framework and/or methodology, by exploring the 
management control mechanisms of the lifecycle and processes, 
and how they apply to the IT service lifecycle.

At the beginning of each day we cover the importance of key 
definitions and relate them to a range of business environments, 
before moving through the course materials. At the end of key 
topics, the instructors will engage the students in a discussion 
regarding how to apply the material in real-life business scenarios.

Finally, we always hold an informal debrief session after the exam 
for the candidates, and we take onboard all feedback provided.

Our Delivery Approach

The intermediate qualification ITIL® v3 Planning, 
Protection and Optimization certificate in IT Service 
Management is part of the Capabilities module, and is 
worth 4 credits towards the ITIL® v3 Expert certificate.

If you have any questions please feel free to contact us 
and one of our instructors would be happy to help you 
decide if this course is appropriate for you.
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